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 Notes and communications

 Two Aramaic legal documents
 The Aramaic clay tablets presented here are legal documents with Neo-Assyrian
 formularies.' These texts are important as they attest to an Akkadian legal
 tradition and its adaptation to an Aramaic context. The fact that the writing
 material is clay is exceptional since one would expect an Aramaic document
 to be written on parchment or papyrus. Published examples of Aramaic docu-
 ments on clay are relatively uncommon although more are surfacing.2

 It is striking how closely the texts follow the Neo-Assyrian legal formulary.
 This is reflected in the paraphrasing of some clauses and the literal translation
 of others and the preserving of Akkadian syntactical features such as the verb
 occurring at the end of the sentence.3 One feature of these documents, however,
 is definitely Aramaic. Both tablets turn sideways like a page in a book rather
 than end over end as is usual with cuneiform documents, indicating that
 Aramaic as an alphabetic script was naturally written on another material.4

 Thus these documents are additional evidence for what has been called the

 'Aramaic-Assyrian symbiosis '.5 The Neo-Assyrian Empire and its administra-
 tion played a major role in the transformation of cuneiform legal formulary
 into Aramaic. Thus Neo-Assyrian legal procedure was the model adapted in
 Aramaic regions under Assyrian hegemony.6

 Tablet I

 The tablet, which has the form of a conveyance text, lacks a seal impression
 and has no date. Since the penalty clause mentions Ba'al Harran, it may be
 assumed that the document originates from the Harran/Guzana area.' The

 1 The clay tablets are now located in the Moussaieff Collection in London. I wish to thank
 M. J. Geller for copying the tablets. Abbreviations follow W. v. Soden, Akkadisches
 Handwdrterbuch (Weisbaden, 1965). Further abbreviations include: SAA=State Archives of
 Assyria Studies; SAAB=State Archives of Assyria Bulletin; NARU=K. Radner, Die
 Neuassyrischen Privatrechsurkunden als Quelle fir Mensch und Umvelt. SAA VI (Helsinki: Neo-
 Assyrian Text Corpus Project, 1997); FNALD=J.N. Postgate (ed.), Fifty Neo-Assyrian legal
 documents (Warminster: Aris and Phillips, 1976); NALK=T. Kwasman, Neo-Assyrian legal
 documents in the Kouyunjik Collection of the British Museum (Studia Pohl Series Maior, 14.)
 (Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1988); AT=B. Menzel, Assyrische Tempel. (Studia
 Pohl Series Maior, 10.) (Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, c. 1981).

 2 The most recent publications of Aramaic legal documents are M. Fales, 'An Aramaic tablet
 from Tell Shioukh Fawqani, Syria', Semitica 46, 1996, 81-121; C. Mtiller-Kessler, ' Eine aramaische
 "Visitenkarte ". Eine spitbabylonische Tontafel aus Babylon', MDOG 130, 1998, 189-95;
 F. Joannes and A. Lemaire, 'Trois tablettes cuneiformes 'a onomastique ouest-semitique',
 Transeuphratine 17, 1999, 17-34; pl. I-II. See in general M. Fales, Aramaic epigraphs on clay
 tablets of the Neo-Assyrian period (Rome, 1986).

 3 Such is also the case in bilingual inscriptions such as Bisitun und in Tell Fekherye. See M. L.
 Folmer, The Aramaic language in the Achaemenid period. A study in linguistic variation. OLA, 68.
 (Leuven: Peeters, 1995), ?4.15.1 and ?4.15.4.5 with the corresponding literature.

 4 Fales, 'Aramaic tablet' 89, states that the Shioukh Fawqani tablet also turns 'like a page'.
 Note the copy of BM 78707 (CT 49:6) by D. Kennedy, where the Aramaic caption has been
 copied upside down. This tablet also turns like a page in a book and thus the copy is misleading
 (see the copy of the same tablet by T. G. Pinches, CT 4, P1. 39).

 See Y. Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic legal Papyri from Elephantine (Leiden, 1969), 189 ff.
 6 The extent of cuneiform legal traditions and their influence covers a large area. (See previous

 footnote.) Neo-Assyrian and Babylonian legal formularies and terms are not only attested in
 Aramaic documents but also in Hebrew and probably Greek. See for example D. Sperling, 'The
 Akkadian term Dinu u Dababu', JANES 1, 1968, 35-40; M. Stol, Epilepsy in Babylonia
 (Cuneiform Monographs, 2, Groningen, 1993), 138-41.

 7 Cf. E. Lipifiski, 'Aramaic clay tablets from the Gozan-Harran area', JEOL 33, 1993-94,
 143-50.

 ? School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 2000
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 NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS 275

 parties involved in the transaction cannot be identified. The contract appears
 to be a straightforward sales document except for differences in the use of
 clauses that occur in loan documents and the pledge clause in 11. 12-3. It is a
 restrictive sales document, i.e. a sales document with certain specified
 conditions.

 measurements: 6.3 x 9.0 cm
 colour: reddish-brown

 right upper corner broken out

 obv 1 [x xxxxxx]'lh
 2 rx1l. pn.kk. '1 dtln

 3 wl [']t'l rbl 50-1 nh.n 4 krslp . 20 Sqln. r[']
 5 S' ylm . w'bd
 6 y'. zrpw. mn. '1 mn
 7 ythpk . 'rwh . sw
 8 syn. hwrn. ybl. 1
 9 b'lhyrn . mnh . y[hb]

 rev 10 lb'lhrn [xx x]
 11 's . mnd . bb. rxl[x x]
 12 mh'. myd. hlpyrhnl
 13 yh' I . h[d x x]'ql
 14 hd . [x x] x x k x
 15 hd . s rl x1 [Ah]d[ ]
 16 tl[x]rp . rhl[d . x x x]
 17 hd . x x x1 [x xx xh]
 18 d.hnn[xxxx]
 19 srrr x x1 [x x x]

 be 20 spr' 1 [zy x x x]

 Translation

 obv 1 [...] these?
 2 (and) to Pan-Kaki (and) 'I dtln
 3 and to Itti-ili for 50-1 (minas of)

 copper
 4 (and) 20 shekels of silver. The capital
 5 they paid. They acquired the

 servants.

 6 Whoever shall litigate (lit. turn)
 against

 7-8 the other shall bring four white
 horses to

 9 Ba'al-Harrina. He shall [give] a mina
 rev 10 to Ba'al Harran [...].

 11 Whoever litigates [...].
 12 He has pledged and will bring their

 ' replacement '.
 13 witn[ess ...] ...
 14 witness [...]...
 15 witness sl [...]...
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 276 NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

 rev. obv.

 10 k~3

 15~ G v(WV,7C

 71 7'\ i

 20 (bottom edge)
 FIG. 1 Tablet I. (The tablet turns sideways, and the flat surface is the reverse.) Copy by
 M. J. Geller

 16 ... wit[ness ...]
 17 witness ... [... wit]
 18 [ness] H;Ianan [...]
 19 ... [...]

 be 20 Deed [belongs to/of ...]

 Notes

 1: Unfortunately the beginning of the line is missing. It is possible that the
 letters at the end of the line mean 'these' but it is more likely that it is part
 of a personal name.
 2-3: These lines contain personal names which are difficult to interpret.
 xl. pn . kk: The trace of the first letter does not seem to be ' and the vertical
 is too slanted for an '. Despite the palaeographic difficulties it would appear
 that the beginning of the line should read: wl. pn . kk. The name would then
 be PdIn-Kakki. The dividing points seem to indicate that they are intended to
 separate words that are not part of a personal name. However, the scribe does
 not always use the divider marks consistently (i.e. below 1. 11 mnd . bb).

 An alternative suggestion would be to interpret the signs as a preposition
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 NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS 277

 xl. pn for Neo-Assyrian ina IGI. This would mean that the commodity is at
 the disposal of the person involved and thus would be a loan. However, in
 such a case the same preposition should occur before each personal name.
 pn . kk.: the copy has a spurious I following pn . kk which is probably a scratch.
 "1. dtln: could be a place name or a personal name.
 h: the form of this letter is conspicuous since the middle stroke is a point. This
 type of h is more frequent than generally assumed. It has been overlooked in
 the palaeographical studies of J. Naveh (The development of the aramaic script
 (Jerusalem, 1970), 19. S. Lieberman (BASOR 192, 1968, 25 ff.), referring to
 AR 313, noted '... the h is made with two long vertical strokes and a very
 short vertical in between them. This can be seen clearly on the tablet but is
 not clear in the photographs'. This is correct, and the 'very short vertical
 between ...' is what we have described here as a point. The copy in Delaporte
 EA 21 shows a short horizontal between the verticals.

 Tablets with this type of h are:
 Assur: ADD 129=AR 313=Fales, Aramaic Epigraphs 3=NALK 383; ADD
 130 = AR 327 = Fales, Aramaic Epigraphs 6 = NALK 384; K. 3,785 (EA 23) =
 Fales, Aramaic Epigraphs 9; WVDOG 38 (VA. 7,499)= Fales, Aramaic
 Epigraphs 47; WVDOG 38 (VA. 7,498).
 Tell Halaf: TH 1= AfO (1940) Beih. 6: 70-3, Pl. 30 no. 1.
 Tell Seh Hamad: SH 95/6545 II 671 =DeZ 13,809; SH 95/6,545 II 929 =DeZ
 13,814 published by W. Rrllig, 'Aramaica Haburensia II. Zwei datierte
 Urkunden aus Tell Sel! Hamad', AoF 24 (1997) 366-74.
 Unknown provenance (possibly Guzana): AO 25.341 published by P. Bordreuil,
 'Une tablette arameenne inedite de 635 av. J.-C.', Semitica 32, 1973, 69-72
 and then republished by S. Kaufman, 'An Assyro-Aramaic egirtu 'a gulmu'
 in Essays on the Ancient Near East in memory of Jacob Joel Finkelstein (1977)
 119-27 and Fales, Aramaic Epigraphs 58. The h was noted by Kaufman, ibid.,
 120 n. 7. The palaeography needs further study but upcoming publications of
 newly found Aramaic texts should shed some light on this h. Despite the fact
 that this letter occurs on tablets found in Assur it is probable that this is also
 a feature of the Ijarran/Guzana area script. The Assur tablets are corn dockets
 and thus their excavation site is not necessarily an indication of their
 provenance.

 3: The numbers are not clearly written. Lidzbarski (WVDOG, 38, 15) com-
 mented on the Aramaic notation system for measures. Numbers are written
 vertically and tens horizontally. The tens are written in two sets, the first
 consisting of two horizontal strokes and the second three horizontal strokes.
 In addition, the last horizontal is written close to the vertical indicating subtrac-
 tion of a rounded number minus one. This manner of expressing the nine of
 the tens is well known in Mesopotamia, the tens being indicated by the sign
 LAL with a single vertical for the numeral one. See also: 0. Neugebauer, The
 exact sciences in Antiquity (New York, 1969), 5.
 4-5: r[']'s 'capital'. The usage of r's' for expected ksp would indicate that a
 debt is being paid. r'g' is always expressed in Neo-Assyrian as SAG.DU. In a
 regular sales contract the phrase kaspu gammur tadin occurs here. See J. N.
 Postgate, FNALD 12 and now K. Radner, NARU 349-50.
 5: ylm . w: the verb is most likely plural. The word divider has also been
 incorrectly placed as in 1. 11. In legal formulary, a conjunction in this context
 is unlikely and thus it can be maintained that there is more than one purchaser.
 6: zrpw: this is the Neo-Assyrian verb zaripu 'to purchase, acquire'. In Neo-
 Assyrian, this verb occurs exclusively in legal documents and usually with the
 verb laqcf. Postgate, FNALD ?2.1.2 and Radner, NARU 351-3. The z is
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  : ,I:? 'P '**

 Ii "

 ri

 ....r ?r ..

 Plate I Tablet I, obverse. ? Copyright The British Museum

 somewhat unclear on the tablet, but certain, and thus is further confirmation
 that the first radical of the word is z in Neo-Assyrian (See K. Deller, Or 33,
 1964, 92-3). The verb indicates the confirmation of transfer of property.
 6-7: mn '7 mn ythpk: 'Whoever shall turn (i.e. litigate) against the other'
 corresponds precisely with the Neo-Assyrian phrase man-nu im ina UGU man-
 nu i-bal-ktct-tu-u-ni/BAL-u-ni, i.e. ADD 780:11; SAAB v: 9'. The meaning
 given in CAD N I 13b s.v. nabulkutu 'to act against an agreement' is preferable
 to the translation given in SAAB v.
 7: 'wrh. sw/syn. hwrn. ybl. l/b'lhryn: This corresponds with the Neo-Assyrian
 penalty clause in which a certain number of white horses are given or bound
 to the feet of a deity. B. Menzel has collected the clauses in AT T 208 nos
 234-6; T 215 nos 298 ff. (see also Radner, NARU 306-11). 'wrh 'team'=
 Akkadian urz2: the reading is somewhat uncertain. Actually, a number is
 expected here as the Neo-Assyrian clauses begin with a numeral. The number
 of horses in this clause is usually either two or four (see the lists in Menzel
 and Radner). 'wrh is supposedly attested in a Neo-Assyrian administrative text
 analysed as an Aramaic loanword in the plural, z6-re-ia.'
 9: b'lhyrn: hyrn in b'lhyrn corresponds to [UR]U.HIi-ra-na in a sales document
 belonging to Summa-ilani (see T. Kwasman, NALK no. 378: 19-21). Menzel

 8 See AHw 1435b ura II b quoting ADD 753:7 = SAA XI 77:r.1. However, the reading in SAA
 xi differs.
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 Plate II Tablet I, reverse. ? Copyright The British Museum

 appears to identify Hirranu with Harranu (cf. AT T 215 no. 302). The y
 indicates the phonetic change of/a/ > /i/ in closed unaccented syllables (see
 S. Segert, Altaramdische Grammatik, Leipzig, 1990 3.9.1.). Thus Iirranu is a
 phonetic variant of Harranu. See also RIA, 4 124b-125a ??8,9.
 10: 's is difficult and possibly a toponym that has been truncated from the
 preceding line. The line is part of a penalty clause where a place name is
 expected.
 12'-13' mh' myd hlpyhn y ' hl: The phrase mh' myd is identical to Neo-Assyrian
 qatdte+mahiisu 'striking hands'. E. Lipifiski has treated the Hebrew and
 Aramaic expressions in his article 'Gage et cautionnement chez les Semites',
 Sulmu IV 222. For Neo-Assyrian attestations having the meaning 'to pledge,
 secure', see Radner, NARU 362-7 xI.1.A.b. The term occurs in a Jewish
 conveyance text with the following clause:

 ~t P ] 3-r i n ; ann''m T"t -r= ti ;r-ri a t? ,ml 'And no one
 shall strike his hand and the hand of his heirs after him from this day and

 forever' (see S. Asaf, 71MI R'1~'1 ~10 " , tInV~ D 6, 100, Tarbiz Supplement 3, Jerusalem, 1930, no. 5: rev. 16); J. Rabbinowitz, Jewish law, (New York, 1956),
 131-3. It is quite clear from the Neo-Assyrian phrase that T'lt mlR has the
 meaning 'pledge, guarantee'. This clause occurs in collateral loans but also in
 restricted conveyances.
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 280 NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

 20: spr [zy ...]: The passage is a caption which usually indicates the type of
 document i.e. house sale, loan or the person to whom the deed belongs. It
 corresponds to the Aramaic captions on Neo-Assyrian legal documents which
 use the Assyrian loan word dannatu '(valid) deed' = NlT. The use of spr instead
 of dannatu is found in the Elephantine papyri as in this tablet9; see Fales,
 Aramaic epigraphs 6 ff.

 Tablet II

 obv.

 ? -L

 6 (jl k,

 >%22kif i
 ?? 7?g w

 FIG. 2 Tablet II. Copy by M. J. Geller

 The document is a conveyance text concerning the sale of a female servant.
 The text is only partly preserved and thus the parties involved are unknown.
 The text contains the beginning of the clause for the price (1. 2), the confirma-
 tion of the sale/transfer (11. 3-4), contravention and penalty clauses, a witness
 list and date. The document does not have a seal.

 measurements: 7.0 x 11.0 cm

 obv 1 [xxx]rxx'nxxx1
 2 bksp (traces)

 3 ksp' . hslm . yhb

 9 See Muffs, Studies, 188-9. See now M. L. Folmer, The Aramaic language, ?5.15.
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 lt?o

 rr -' : . ":".:. .

 \. -

 FIG. 3 Tablet II. (The tablet turns sideways.) Copy by M. J. Geller

 4 w'mt' . h zrpt lqht
 5 mn . '1. mn . ythpk . mnh
 6 yhb . '1. brky . 'sr
 7 nnwh 'sm. wksp'
 8 lIn . Imrtwh.

 rev 9 [y]rhlb Frlhd . mr~nl t[x x]
 10 [,]rh1d hr msr S[hd]
 11 [...]rd' knny . 'h[d] ' lbd hdd
 12 [Thd x ]1' I . Thd . pltrp
 13 r lhd. mryhld. Thd.
 14 'lydn . 'hd bit
 15 wyrh' . 'rdl[r] rylh
 16 bymt r'lsrhdn.
 17 mlk'

 Translation

 obv 1 ...

 2 for the price of ...
 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
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 282 NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

 3 He will give the money in toto.
 4 His female servant was acquired and purchased.
 5 Whoever shall litigate (lit. turn) against the other
 6 shall pay a mina (and) place (it) on the lap of Issar
 7 (of) Nineveh. And the money [shall be] given
 8 thirtyfold to her owners.

 rev 9 [witn]ess ...
 10 [wit]ness Huiru, the Egyptian wi[tness]
 11 [...]. Kanunaya, witn[ess] Abdi-Hadad
 12 [witness ]... witness Pltrp
 13 witness Mari-Haldi witness

 14 Ili-dan witness Balatu
 15 and the month of Ad[ar] (day) 18
 16 in the days of Esarhaddon
 17 the king.

 Notes

 1: The break at the beginning should contain the names of the parties involved,
 the person being sold, and the price.
 3: ksp'. hUlm . yhb: this is a translation of the Neo-Assyrian kaspu gammur
 tadin 'the money is given in toto '. It is a confirmation of transfer clause and
 goes together with the following line.
 4: w'mt'. h zrpt lqht: the reading indicates that a female servant has been
 purchased; see above Tablet I, n 6.
 5: mn . 'l. mn . ythpk: see above Tablet I, n 6-7.
 5-6: mnh yhb: this is a penalty clause.
 6-7: '1 . brky . 'r nnwh yim: this corresponds to the Neo-Assyrian phrase ina
 burki Igtar agibat Ninua isakkan 'He shall place ... in the lap of I'tar residing
 in Ninua'. 'Ar for Issar(lMtar) is now discussed in: K. Radner et al., The
 prosoprography of the neo-Assyrian empire, Helsinki, 1998 vol. I, part 1, xxv;
 see S. Dalley, 'Bel at Palmyra and elsewhere in the Parthian Period', ARAM
 7, 1995, 145. The letter 7 is ambiguous in Aramaic and may express the
 phonemes s, s and t; cf. S. Segert, Altaramdische Grammatik, Leipzig, 1990,
 ?2.3.3. Note also the spelling nnwh and its corresponding spelling in Hebrew

 7-9: wksp' I9n . lmrtwh . [y]rh'b: this phrase corresponds to Neo-Assyrian
 kaspu ana 10.MES-te ana EN.MES-su utarra 'He shall return the money
 tenfold to its owners '. In Old Aramaic the numeral 3 is written lg1 (for tft);
 see S. Segert, Altaramdische Grammatik, ?5.4.2.3.3. The form 7tZ? is attested
 in the Bar-Rekib Inscription (B 3; KAI 216-21) for the numeral 30. Perhaps
 the meaning here is 'thirtyfold' following the usual Neo-Assyrian formula
 'tenfold' in these documents. For the moment note the references in

 G. Dalman, Grammatik, 125 for unusual plural forms of the numeral.
 10: hr msr: hr is possibly the Egyptian name Hiiru. msr is interpreted as a
 gentilic although written without the ending.
 11. knny is the personal name Ka-nu-ni/Kan-nun-a +a cf. APN 112a.
 "bdhdd: See now Radner et al., Prosoprography, vol. I, part 1, p. 5 s.v. Abdi-
 Adda.

 12: pltrp: the interpretation of this name is difficult; perhaps it is Egyptian.
 13: mryhld 'My lord is IHaldi': for names of this type cf. APN 134b. Haldi is
 an Urartaian god.
 15-16: The concluding part of a Neo-Assyrian conveyance usually has a date.
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 NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS 283

 The year is normally given according to an eponym but sometimes the name
 of the king is added, cf. Postgate, FNALD ?1.6, E. Weidner, AfO 13 (1939-41)
 309. In the present text, the month 'dr for Addldru seems to be the only
 reasonable restoration followed by the day of the month. The eponym is not
 indicated but only the reign of the king Esarhaddon. The expression bymt 'in
 the days of' corresponds to Neo-Assyrian ina tarsi 'in the time of' which
 precedes the name of the king in this context. The document can be dated to
 the first half of the seventh century B.C. (680-669).

 Conclusion

 Neo-Assyrian legal formularies were the model on which most Aramaic legal
 texts were based. The texts published here are good examples of the adaptation
 of the formularies. The Aramaic scribes went about this by paraphrasing the
 clauses, adapting the structure of the documents (the division into a protocol,
 text, witness list and date) and using Neo-Assyrian legal terms. The above
 texts are at an early stage of this development (early seventh century for the
 dated text). It is also evident that within the Neo-Assyrian Empire, Assyrian
 legal procedures were employed. Neo-Assyrian legal documents themselves do
 not only originate from within the borders of Assyria proper but throughout
 the Assyrian Empire. Besides documents found in places like Gezer, many of
 the legal documents excavated at Nineveh originate from various geographical
 regions of the Neo-Assyrian Empire. This is a strong indication that Neo-
 Assyrian and not the regional legal practices were in force. The Aramaic
 documents published here provide additional evidence for the adaptation of
 Neo-Assyrian legal practices and provide us with information of this process
 at a fairly early stage.

 T. KWASMAN

 University of Cologne
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